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An important discussion happening among the young Chicago dancerly crowd lately is how to
integrate new audiences into our beloved, tightly-knit dance scene. How to pull people who might be
interested in theater, or music into a dance performance? Julia Rhoads, Artistic Director of Lucky
Plush Productions has it figured out and is leading the way. With her double feature this weekend and
next, she's got it all: live music after some of the shows, a little bit of theater, a little bit of dance, and a
lot of awesome. Rhoads' style, her ability to mash popular culture, comic relief, live theater, and a cast
of stunning dancers (all with quite heavy resumes themselves) has made Lucky Plush a Chicago
treasure truly electric with potential.
 
This past weekend, October 3-6, Lucky Plush Productions presented Cinderbox 2.0 and The Better
Half in a double feature showing. Alternating showings, Cinderbox 2.0 kicked off the first weekend
as The Better Half wrapped it up on Sunday evening.
The Better Half is a dance theater spin on the 1944 psychological thriller, Gaslight in which a young
woman and her husband move back into the home where her aunt was murdered years before. Co-
creators Julia Rhoads and Leslie Buxbaum Danzig launched this piece in 2010 when they decided to
combine their dance and theater roots together into one production. In their respective fields, they
brought their unique vocabularies together in an experiment of sorts. Using borrowed plotlines and text
from various pieces of other media, The Better Half blurs the lines between reality and fiction,
ultimately resulting in it's own new and touching story.
 
The Better Half , we come to learn, is less about the murder of the late aunt and more a journey with a
relationship as it literally begins, flowers, and decomposes within the hour long show. While it may
seem that an hour is too short a time for two people to convey deep and complicated issues together,
Rhoads and Buxbaum Danzig show you that it is surely not as they have you dabbing wetness from
your eyes by the end. Even so, using dry sarcasm, and the by now recognizable Lucky Plush
humor, The Better Half keeps the audience chuckling the whole time. A colorful cast of talented
performers keeps the energy bouncing from one part of the theater to another as dancers exit from one
door and re-enter from another.
 
Rhoads and her dancers have perfected their distinctive funny presence and with Buxbaum Danzig
have created an hour of blissful movement theater. As I giggled and swayed in my seat throughout the
show, I felt as if I was in a strange dream of confusing plot lines, waiting on the edge of my seat to find
out what would happen next. The only complaint I had as the lights came up upon the bowing
performers was that I wish I hadn't woken up from it quite so soon.




